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Disclaimer
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1.

INTRODUCTION

This report is a part of European project “micro to Mega – Grid” (m2M) founded by the ERA – Net
Smart Grid Plus. The project is supported by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme. The objective of the m2M-Grid project is to develop the interaction between
microgrids (both physical and commercial), which enhances the overall benefits for both customers
and DSOs.
The target of m2M project is to coordinated operation of microgrids (both physical and commercial)
and distribution systems by: (i) enhancing the distribution grid planning process to take into account
technical and market impacts of microgrid integration; (ii) developing control functions for effective
coordination with distribution grids; (iii) developing a tool-box to exploit potential flexibility of microgrids. The developed solutions will be validated in a range of test environments, e.g. cross-platform software and power hardware-in-the-loop experiments. Especially, three dedicated demonstrations in Sweden and France will be used to facilitate validation and replicability analyses based on
real environments. This project establishes market opportunities for involved stakeholders, therefor
helps accelerate the adoption process of developed micro-grid technologies.
The concept of commercial microgrid based on a cluster of active customers owning their DERs is not
necessary bounded by the geographical condition and have rather well-established business processes to exploit demand flexibility. Such development, all depending on the expansion of information
exchanged in a bi-directional way via local intelligence of smart meters or DERs, allows the cluster
working with micro-economic principals or price-based control signals driven by dedicated stakeholders. As an example, Chalmers was involved in the EU FP7 project G4V, developing a model for a
flexibility aggregator for electric vehicles (EVs). In a broader context, the on-going NWO project
DISPATCH coordinated by TU/e results in a tool-box for exploiting end-user’s flexibility. Especially,
the EU FP7 SINFONIA project coordinated by SP investigates various business models with focusing
on urban energy systems and refurbishment of buildings. Such know-how and tool-boxes from the
previous projects will be brought into the m2M-GRID project to develop an interface for commercial
microgrids to align with the existing and future market mode.
Working package 5 focuses on the interface of the commercial microgrids to align the local market
with the existing market structures. In task 5.2, by revealing optimal Demand Side Management
solutions in multi-time stages, this task explores the flexibility value for multiple cluster of the active
end-users based on proactivity and predictability of local energy resources and energy storages.

1.1 Objective of the report
The aim of this report is to develop the interaction among commercial microgrids and how commercial
microgrids can benefit from active end-users.
The scope of the deliverable is:


Introducing briefly the concepts of commercial microgrids, multi agents for
multi-microgrid system, demand side management and demand response.



Introducing the relationships between commercial microgrid with local entities.



Developing the interface between commercial microgrids via an aggregator with
multi-agent system technology.

1.2 Outline of the report
The remainder of this report is organized as follows:


The first section introduces the concept of a physical MG and the objectives.



Sections 2 present the concept of a commercial microgid and their relationship.



Section 3 demonstrates how demand side management can be used for exploring flexibilities.



Section 4 introduce the concept of multi-microgrid system.
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The development of interface between commercial microgrids with a case study is reported
in section 5.



Section 6 concludes the report with summarizing remarks.

1.3 Background
Along with the increase of the fossil fuel and the environmental issues, renewable energy sources
(RES) is the first choice of every country to expand and update their power system.
RES is getting more and more attention from all over the world. 170 countries have set their targets
with renewable energy and 150 countries have established a suitable policy, which makes a way for
the investment of RES [1].

Figure 1.1 – The global new installation capacity of energy

As we can see from the Figure 1.1, the new capacity installation of RES increases rapidly in this
recent decade, with the opposite trend of non – RES. In addition, from 2012, this is the first time
that the new installation capacity of RES exceed the non – RES one. At the end of 2015, the new
installation of RES reaches a record value – 154 GW. Thus, in the future, following this trend, the
global energy capacity will absolutely be dominated by RES. Moreover, thanks to the adoption of
enabling policies, new growing market and growing competitive, the global investment in RES has
rose sharply, a fourfold rise since 2006 – recorded in 2015 with nearly 350 billion dollars [2].
In order to cope with the massive integration of RESs, distribution grids are being transformed from
passive to active networks, in the sense that decision-making and control are distributed, and power
flows bidirectional. This distribution grid system relieves the integration of RES, demand side integration and energy storage system, and creates opportunities for new types of instruments and
services, all of which would require complying with accepted protocols and standards. The main
function of an active distribution network is to precisely associate power production with consumer
demands, allowing both to decide the best way to operate in real-time [3]. To achieve that, information and communication technology (ICT) plays a key role in this network.
The realization of active distribution networks demands the implementation of radically new system
idea. Microgrids [4], also described as the “building blocks of smart-grids”, are maybe the most
promising new network structure. The organization of microgrids is based on the control capabilities
over the network operation offered by the distributed energy resources (DERs) containing microgenerators, such as micro-turbines, fuel cells and photovoltaic (PV) arrays, together with storage
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devices, such as flywheels, energy capacitors and batteries and controllable (flexible) loads, at the
distribution level [3]. In case of faults or other external disturbances or disasters, these control
capabilities allow distribution networks, mostly interconnected to the upstream distribution network,
to have the ability to operate in islanded mode, thus increasing the quality of supply.
In general, the implementation of control is the key feature that differentiate microgrids from distribution networks with distributed generation. From the customer’s point of view, microgrids supply
both thermal and electricity demands, and, in addition, improve local reliability, reduce emissions,
enhance power quality by supporting voltage regulation, and potentially lower costs of energy supply.
From the grid operator’s point of view (such as DSO), a microgrid can be considered as a controlled
entity which can be operated as a single aggregated load or generator and, given attractive remuneration, also as a small source of power or ancillary services supporting the grid. Therefore, a
microgrid is truly an aggregation concept with participation of both supply-side and demand-side
resources in distribution network. Based on the cooperation of local load and local micro-source
generation, a microgrid could contribute a great variety of economic, technical, environmental and
social advantages to different stakeholders [3]. Comparing with peer microsource aggregation approaches, a microgrid comes up with maximum flexibility in terms of ownership constitution, allows
for global optimization of power system efficiency and arises as the best solution for motivating endconsumers via a common interest platform.
In addition, from the utility point of view, the employment of microsources via a microgrid system
can potentially decrease the demand for distribution and transmission facilities. Obviously, DERs
located next to loads can lessen power flows in transmission and distribution circuits with two important effects: loss-reduction and the capability todefer investments for upgrading network assets.
Furthermore, the presence of generation close to demand could enhance service quality seen by end
users. Microgrids can serve network support in times of stress by relieving congestion and aiding
restoration after faults.
In conclusion, all these advantages above will encourage DSO, consumers, energy suppliers to create
more and more microgrids.

Figure 1.2 – Evolution of microgrids scenarios for years 2010, 2020, 2030 and 2040 in EU [3]

From Figure 1.2, the authors propose scenarios about microgrid dissemination for years 2010, 2020,
2030 and 2040 satisfying 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% of their own demands by RES and bio-fuelled
heat-driven combined heat and power units, respectively.
In the next chapters, a new concept of commercial microgrid is introduced, with the idea about
their relationship with other stakeholder in the distribution network.
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2.

COMMERCIAL MICROGRID

2.1 The concept
A commercial microgrid (CM) is a type of micro grid. A commercial microgrid has an aggregated
profile and output that indicates the cost and operating characteristics for the DERs portfolio. In this
concept, the geographical constrains are not taken into account. Thus, a CM can represent DERs
from any geographic location in the system. DERs owners are allowed to choose any CM to illustrate
them in the market.
The number of DERs participated in a CM will depend on the aggregated capability of a CM operator.
The operator of a CM can be:


Incumbent Energy Suppliers or other Balance Responsible Party (BRP).



Third party aggregators.



New market participants.

Figure 2.1 – A commercial microgrid concept from task 5.1 (TU/e) – m2M project

The possible functions of a commercial microgrid are:


Trading in the Short-term electricity markets (namely day -ahead and intraday)



Trading or internal portfolio balancing.



Provision of the services at the transmission or distribution level.
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Figure 2.2 – A commercial microgrid activities

For DERs owners, by participating a commercial microgrid, the CMs provides the following:


DERs will be visible in the energy markets. Combination of smaller energy resources into a CM portfolio permit them to become apparent by market operators, which would not be possible in case of a small and individual DER presence.



Maximizing the profit from DERs participation in the energy markets. By utilising
market expertise of the CMs operator, the aggregated generators and responsive loads can benefit from favourable movements in market prices. Flexible
DERs being able to enhance portfolio risk management in terms of exposure to
the balancing market, which may bring a benefit of aggregation.



DERs participation in the energy markets. Aggregating the output of a DER
portfolio facilitates their access to the wholesale energy market, including forward markets and power exchanges. It also potentially lessens the transaction
cost when compared to the non-aggregated case.

In contrast, there are several potential challenges for the commercial microgrid approach:


DERs with numerous technologies at different locations, following different operating regimes presents in CM portfolio.



The output of DERs may be driven by a number of factors other than local load:



o

Heat demand.

o

The intermittence of the primary energy.

Necessary to develop a scheduling algorithm for CMs to optimise its performance under uncertainty.

2.2 Relationships between commercial microgrids and other entities
In this part, the potential relationships between CMs and such other entities as DERs, physical microgrid, TSO, DSO and the market is described.
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Figure 2.3 – The possible relationship between CMs and the other entities

2.2.1 Commercial microgrids – Distributed Energy Resources
The CMs will be engaged in trading electricity bidirectional with DERs, accepting bids and offer from
DERs and issuing instructions to them so as to stabilize its position in the electricity markets. A
development of the current agreements between suppliers and customers and between suppliers and
DERs will be requested. In a circumstance where the CMs is not a supplier, the CMs will have to enter
into a relation with a supplier. In this case, the CMs would need to sign a power purchase agreement
(PPA) with a supplier.
The interaction between the CMs and DERs would be dynamic and interactive. The CMs will need to
handle control over the DERs – either by having some kind of direct technical control over the DERs
or by using price signals to regulate their performance - in order to present ancillary services to the
TSO and DSO and to guarantee that its power trading position is balanced and profitable.
A contractual relationship needs to exist between the CMs and the DERs that may include:






Metering of power flow to the CMs by the DERs or reverse:
o

CMs or DERs owner are in charge for establishing an agent to set up and
manage applicable metering facilities at the equipment.

o

Meters have to be maintained to an agreed standard by agents.

o

CMs or DERs owners are responsible for managing metering data or arranging for an agent to do so.

Calculation the use of system and any other DERs charges:
o

DERs owners have to pay connection fee which is computed by using a
standard regulator-approved method.

o

CMs will charge for use of the system, using a standard methodology
depending on the DER’s location and the time at which it imports/exports
electricity to the system.

o

The advantages of DER’s location and characteristics should be revealed
in the charges that can be negative. Some sharing of benefits may be
wise relying upon the risks taken by each party.

An agreed protocol for communications between the CMs and DERs:
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o








DERs and CMs will exchange information using a mutually agreed electronic communications system.

Submission of bids and offers to the CMs by the DERs:
o

DERs must indicate to the CMs its availability and price by a signed time.

o

DERs need to update situation to CMs whether it will be unavailable for
any period due to technical problems or other unplanned case.

Dispatch (generators) or shedding (loads) of the DERs by the CMs (in real time):
o

Dispatch generation and shed load will be guided by CMs. DERs must
reply to these instructions within an agreed period of time.

o

On the other hand, the feedback can be automatic by agreement
through the linking of control systems or via trip/start signals from a
smart meter.

Billing and payment:
o

With billing, CMs will calculate and issue statements to the DERs based
on metered data and agreed performance standards

o

Payment is made in an agreed form and at an agreed time.

Penalties:
o

Agreed penalties for DERs for non-delivery and/or partial delivery based
on metered data by will be calculated by CMs.

2.2.2 Commercial microgrids – Physical microgrids (PMs)
The relationship between a commercial microgrid and a physical one is very crucial in real implementation. In order to use DERs for providing ancillary services (at the distribution level) and ancillary
services (at transmission level), a functional relationship between the CM and the PM is required.
With that, an optimum arrangement between CM’s desire to dispatch and PM’s responsibility to handle the network using the locational information about the DERs can be accomplished.
The CM is operational in the energy markets, and in charge of sending information on DERs through
the PMs. The PMs is engaged in network management, and facilitates management of local network
constraints as well as aggregating DERs with local network parameters for presentation at transmission level. The CMs enhance the position of its portfolio with reference to the wholesale markets, and
transmit DER schedules and operating parameters on to the PMs. The DSO or PMs will exploit input
from the CMs operating in its area to handle any local network constraints and determine the characteristics of the entire local network at the transmission connection point. This can then be used to
propose transmission balancing services which the TSO can compute along with bids and offers from
transmission connected generation. The network constraints need to be dealt optimally. In fact, CMs
will always attempt to dispatch the least expensive DERs, whereas PMs will restrain the export/import
of DERs to fit the grid limitations. The difference between the unconstrained electricity price and the
price after applying constraints illustrates the cost of network constraints, which will be a key factor
to the DSO’s network investment decisions.
Thus, a contractual relationship needs to exist between the CMs and the PMs that may include:


Communication:
o



A mutually agreed electronic system will be used by CMs and PMs to
communicate.

Metering:
o

An independent data aggregator will provide metered data to PMs and
CMs.



Payment to CMs for constraint-related additional generation costs.



Payment to PMs for Use of System:
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o


Billing
o



PMs compute charges for use of the system, based on an agreed methodology.
CMs calculate and issue statements to the DERs based on metering data
and prices. Payment to be made in an agreed manner at an agreed time.

Penalties
o

The penalties for non – delivery of agreed services by the DERs should
be pure cost reflective and not punitive.

2.2.3 Commercial microgrids – Distribution System Operator
In this report, DSO exploits flexibilities proposed by CMs to deal with network congestion. In contrary, by providing these services, CMs can benefit from the DSO. This relationship will be presented in chapter 5 of this report.
2.2.4 Commercial microgrids – Transmission System Operator
Ancillary services are some operational reserved services is used by the Transmission System Operator (TSO) for keeping a balance between supply and demand, stabilizing the transmission system
and maintaining the power quality on an economical basis in any competitive electricity market environment [5].
The objectives of transmission ancillary services (TAS) are:


Maintenance of the stability of the transmission system by insuring real-time
balancing of production and consumption.



Stabilization of system voltages through the regulation of reactive power.

TAS contributes to security and quality of supply in several ways. A set of ancillary services that
Transmission System Operator may interest:
•

Voltage control: provision of leading or lagging reactive power in order to implement network voltage control and loss minimisation.

•

Frequency control: the ability to respond dynamically to changes in system frequency, by shedding load when increasing in load demand and turning down
generation when there is excess of generation.

•

Fast start: the capability to start generation at short notice and increase output
remarkably in a short time.

•

Reserve: the capability to increase production in real-time at the request of the
TSO.

•

Black start: the ability to start generating on a blacked-out section of the network without a reference of frequency.

These services are required in order to deal with unexpected plant outages, manage network capacity
constraints, and cope with second-to-second fluctuations in demand.
Commercial microgrids can make profit from TSO by providing transmission ancillary services. Grid
balancing, voltage supporting and black start are the major services that CMs may be able to support.
The way that CMs contribute to these services needs the provision of real and reactive power with
specific geographical area.
Thanks to the diversity of DERs in CMs portfolio, CMs could be a more promising candidate for providing several ancillary services simultaneously than the conventional plant. However, between CMs and
TSO, a different contractual structure with another ancillary provider is needed. With that, several
DERs at differing geographical locations will be allowed to provide TAS as a single entity. A contractual relationship has to exist between the CMs and the TSO that may include:


Metering of CM’s output at times of service provision, testing, and payment:
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o

Arrangements for metering the CM’s output during the period.

o

Arrangements for testing the CM’s ability to provide the service, and for
making payments to the CM.

o

Payment may be made for service provision and for availability.

Service capability:
o



Service availability:
o



To set out the technical capability of the CMs to provide ancillary services. Because of the nature of the CMs, this capability is defined differently at different times. The specific information provided will depend on
the service being offered.
Specification of the periods during which the CMs is capable of offering
the service, the price at which it is willing to do so, and other information
associated to the availability.

Penalties:
o

Cost-reflective penalties will be charged by the TSO for non-delivery or
partial delivery of contracted services by the CMs, these shall be calculated on the cost of replacement of the quoted services by the cheapest
means available in the required timescales.

2.2.5 Commercial microgrids – Market
The electricity market is a key instrument for the development of a competitive environment. There
are two main types of electricity market transactions: forward and spot market. With forward markets, long-term (over a year) and medium-term (months, weeks) contracts are compromised. With
that, a forward contract encompasses standardized products, such as base-load or peak-load. Thus,
the objective of forward markets is to guarantee the supply of the predictable demand and to manage
price risks by reducing its volatility. This long – term contracts are signed at a price negotiated
directly on the contract date. On the other hand, short – term contracts such as the day – ahead
market and the intra – day market is traded in spot market. In these markets, electricity sale/purchase contracts signed are immediately effective. In the day-ahead market, producers, wholesalers,
distributors, retailers and eligible final customers, such as large-sized industrial, send their demand
bids and supply offers in order to negotiate electricity for the next day. In this market, hourly products are traded in a daily auction and settled at the market clearing price with a merit-order criterion
taking into account transmission capacity limits. In this manner, the electricity price for each hour of
the following day is determined. The market rules for France, Germany and Italy are summarized
[6][7]:
Day-Ahead

Intra-Ahead

France

Germany

Italy

France

Germany

Italy

Platform

EPEXSPOT

EPEXSPOT

IPEX

EPEXSPOT

EPEXSPOT

IPEX

Procedure

Daily auction

Daily auction

Daily auction

Continuous

Daily auction/

Daily auction

Continuous
Tradable
contracts

1h

1h

1h

1h

1h/15
minutes

1h

Order book
closes

12 p.m

12 p.m

12 p.m

30 min before delivery

30 min before delivery

7 Sessions

Table 2.1 – An example of market rules form France, Germany and Italy
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The main function of a commercial microgrid is trading with energy market. Market arrangements
for trading electricity differ from country to country, and a generator’s output may be traded in
various markets such as forwards, and spot market.
A contractual relationship between the CM and the market need to developed, which may include:
•

Metering of the CM’s output:
o

•

Communication:
o

•

CM’s have to submit their bids and offers according to market operator’s
demand.

Billing and payment:
o

3.

CMs exchange information with the market operator via the market operator’s communication system.

Bids and offers:
o

•

The data from CM’s metering is sent to the market operator via data
aggregator for verification.

CMs measure and announce statements to the DERs based on metering
data and prices. Payment is made in an agreed manner at an agreed
time.

DEMAND SIDE MANAGEMENT FOR FLEXIBILITIES

3.1 The definition
3.1.1 Flexibility

Figure 3.1 – Flexibility is the key to future grid [8]

The definition of flexibilities has been already discussed in depth in task 5.1-m2M project; therefore,
this part is only adding some more information.
Form [9][10], the flexibility is a ability of “modification of generation injection and/or consumption
patterns in reaction to an external signal (price signal or activation) in order to provide a service”.
The flexibility can be classified into 2 types: downward flexibilities and upward flexibilities [11]. All
systems that has the ability to reduce their generation or increase their storage are able to provide
downward flexibilities. On the contrary, upward flexibility include those systems that can increase in
the generation, reduction of consumption or increase the discharge power of a storage system. DERs,
household customers, industrial customers and commercial customers are potential flexibilities providers. Each flexibility can be modelled through two types of bids [11]:
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•

Type A: pair of two elements Quantity-Price (kWh-c€/kWh), that corresponds
to a binary response accepted/not accepted.

•

Type B: a triple of elements Maximal Quantity-Minimal Quantity-Price (kWhkWh-c€/kWh). The accepted amount can be chosen in continuous manner between the minimal and maximal proposed quantity.

3.1.2 Demand Side Management and Demand Response
The concept of Demand Side Management (DSM) was first introduced in 1980s by Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) [12]. Demand Side Management (DSM) is a portfolio of measures to improve the energy system at the side of consumption. DSM is an effective tool for transformation of
traditional grid to smart grid. This solution is implemented with the bidirectional communication between the consumer and the provider in the smart grid context [13]. The implementation of demand
side management within the context of the microgrid is to promote the overall system efficiency,
security and sustainability by making full utilization of the existing network infrastructure while facilitating the integration of low carbon technology into the electrical network. The main function of
DSM is reducing the cost of electricity construction and balancing the energy demand and supply
[14].
In addition, DSM can be categorized into [15]:
•

Energy Efficiency (EE).

•

Time of Use (TOU).

•

Demand Response (DR).

•

Spinning Reserve (SR).

Figure 3.2 – Classification and characteristic of DSM technique [15]

In this report, Demand Response approach will be applied for improving grid performance. Demand
Response is a tariff or program created to inspire changes in electric consumption by end-use customers in response to changes in the price of electricity over time [16]. DR proposes incentives
designed to induce lower electricity use at times of high market prices or when grid reliability is
threatened. Besides that, other advantages of DR are [12]:
•

DR can reduce system peak load in long term, which defers the need for finding
new power sources.
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•

DSO can use DR for managing network constraints such as voltage and power
congestion at the distribution level.

•

Customers can receive financial reward for decrease in consumption via DR
approach. Electricity markets also get benefit from short-term impact of DR.

•

Deployment of such new technologies as solar or wind can be motivated by DR.
For example, instead of a curtailment in generation during excess energy period, DR will be used to increase the demand.

Base on modification of consumers’ load profiles, several DR techniques are categorized in the table
below [17]:
This technique shifts consumer’s usage from peak
time to off-peak time. This approach is suitable for
electrical appliances having time-independency
characteristics. It is the most common and effective technique for load management in recent distribution system.
At congestion period, grid operator uses direct
control or tariff to reduce peak demand of consumers’ load profile.

This method is applied to obtain load shape optimization through application of demand reduction
methods at customer premises. It has a long-term
impact on utility grid, network plan and operation.

It attempts to optimize the daily response in case
of large demand introduction beyond the valley
filling technique through contributions from energy conversion, storage systems or Distributed
Energy Resources.

This approach tries to fill the valley demand depth
by building the off-peak demand.

This technique proposes reliability to the smart
grid by locating customers with flexible loads,
which are willing to be regulated during urgent
demand periods in return for confirmed incentives.

Table 3.1 – Demand side management: Demand Response technique

The implementation of DR in a microgrid paradigm has various challenges. First of all, it is financial
issues. The traditional electricity meters have to be replaced by new smart meters and other smart
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technologies, which may present a problem for the utilities and the regulators since early retirement
of equipment may not be financially acceptable to the end users. Moreover, the distribution companies have limited experience with ICT technologies and therefore management of micro grid components becomes difficult.
Second, one of the most important challenges in DR implementation is educating the customer about
the advantages and implementation issues. Such programs should also be aimed at regulators, policymakers and financial institutions. Consumer side need to willingly adapt the technology, which can
be enhanced by sufficient market analysis and studies on product design. Moreover, Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) haven’t got any standard and protocol for designing and operation, which
may lead to the risk of obsolescence when investment made in such a situation. A cost-benefit analysis regarding these issues and also including an evaluation of the cost of the equipment has to be
made to lower the investment risk. A suitable rate should be designed not only to ensure that the
investment made in the new technology is recovered in fair amount of time, but also to be agreeable
to every customer class.

3.2 Flexibilities via Demand Response
Demand response is an importance source that grid operator can use to exploit for flexibilities. That
is, the integration process of intermittent, variable and partially dispatchable sources into the power
system will first and foremost demands the exploitation and development of new active strategies
which utilize flexible elements, such as DR. In practice, the use of flexibility offered by power demand
response have started to be reinforced into current regulations. Grid operators can buy flexibilities
via markets where DR can participate in. With the ambition of a more competitive electricity market,
demand-side participation plays an important role in improving market efficiency [18][19][20].
Demand Response technique is applicable for both wholesale and retail market:
Control reserve

Primary
Secondary
Tertiary

Capacity products

Capacity market
Strategic reserve

Energy markets

Intra-day market
Day-ahead market

Congestion management

TSO level
DSO level

Table 3.2 – An example of markets where DR may be able to participate [8]

In wholesale market, demand reduction of interested customers is pooled into the exchange to be
bought by different buyers of DR like the retailer, TSO and the DSO [21]. This approach targets to
enhance the overall benefit of DR and reward customers better by allowing them to deal with multiple
DR involved players. In [22], DR is effectively used to balance the high penetration of renewable
energy.
On the other hand, most of the implementation of DR is recorded in the retail market [12]. In the
retail market, DR can be classified into two types: price-based DR and reliability-based DR [23]. With
price-based demand response, the contract provided by retailers includes real-time pricing, criticalpeak pricing and time-of-use tariffs. In contrast, reliability-based DR consists of direct load control
and interruptible load contract, which deals with technical load control triggered by network operators
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in order to regulate a grid reliability problem or a spot price spike. Following the report [24], reliability-based DR accomplishes the lowest level of benefits because it only focuses on short-term market conditions rather than the long-term impact. On the contrary, price-based DR addresses longterm benefit and occasionally incur short-term financial losses due to price spikes induced by unplanned network outages or shortfalls of intermittent power supply (i.e. wind and solar generation).

4.

Multi–microgrid system

4.1 Agents and Multi-Agent Systems
4.1.1 Agent concept
Following IEEE Power Engineering Society's Multi-Agent Systems Working Group, an agent is defined:
“a software (or hardware) entity that is situated in some environment and is able to autonomously
react to changes in that environment” [25].
The use of intelligent agents has great potentialities in control, management, modelling and simulation fields for power systems. Let consider a grid operator for example. In general, it interchanges
partial or aggregated information with connected producers and consumers. Generation and consumption systems can be considered as agents in the grid operator environment. For a certain feeder,
the agent serving as the grid operator is able to predict voltage violations by gathering voltage
measures and by running state estimator programs in its skeleton. Therefore, the grid operator agent
has applied in its software, the Distributed Management System and smart functionalities that leads
to autonomous and pro-active properties implementation. As response of these smart properties, it
can act on its actuators, such as the on load tap changers in order to adjust voltage transformation
ratios, or can communicate with other agents through a communication infrastructure activating their
flexibilities and avoid critical conditions in the power system.
In this report, only the role and actions of certain agents are discussed. In particular, the distribution
system operator agent (DSOA), the commercial microgrid control agent (MMCA), the aggregator
agent (AGGA) and the various local agent (LA) are addressed in order to consider the implemented
strategy for the energy scheduling of microgrid and multi-microgrid systems.
Distribution System Operator Agent
The DSOA is in charge for management of the distribution networks on MV and LV voltages. If dynamic tariffs are activated, it communicates with the Retail Electricity Market Agent (or the Wholesale
Electricity Market Agent, in case of medium-sized users) to acquire information about the forecast
prices and send it to the MMCA or the AGGA. After that, it receives the results of the day-ahead and
hour-ahead scheduled energy profile of each microgrids [26]. It uses this information to check if
there are technical violations and sends them a final response (accept or reject).
Aggregator Agent
Generally, the AGGA level is not compulsory in all kinds of applications. It is needed in applications
in which a more high level of responsibility and aggregation of active and/or passive resources is
obligate, such as electricity or ancillary services markets.
Commercial Microgrid Control Agent
The MMCA is the commercial microgrids coordinator. Its primary role is to ensure the optimal energy
management of the MGs in all timescales. Thus, it requires exchanging information with upper and
lower control levels in order to fulfill its tasks. It communicates with the DSOA (or the AGGA if
inserted) to get the information about electricity prices and to negotiate the energy to sell or buy
[26]. At the same time, it also collects data from all the local agents connected to the microgrid.
After the information gathering stage, it performs an energy management algorithm and sends its
results that consist on day-ahead, hours-ahead and real-time dispatching orders for each LAs.
Local Agent
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Local agents are in the lower level of the control architecture. Each LAs could represent a single
equipment, such as a photovoltaic system, a small wild turbine, a battery or an aggregation of components, such as all inflexible loads of a house or a building. Each LA exchange information with the
MMCA via a bidirectional communication. From a general point of view, each user in the microgrid
have to be free to choose the time entering in the system and how much energy that will be participated in the energy management program. For instance, if an electric vehicle is plugged to the grid,
its owner have the right to decide when he/she uses this car.
In general, each agent have to indicate a well-defined behaviour, which is identified by a standard
information exchanged, with respect to other level components. However, depending on microgrid
architecture, size and strategy, an agent could also has the chance to adjust its nature from the point
of view of the MMCA. This functionality can be implemented in agents which represent different
systems. For example, an agent that is representing a battery storage system, it can enter in the
system as a generation agent during certain hours and as load agent during others.
4.1.2 Multi-agent systems concept
By definition, a multi-agent system (MAS) is a system comprising two or more intelligent agents to
follow a specific task [27].
Figure 4.1 presents an overview of typical MAS, conceptually. Here, the agents send and receive
messages and interact (via sensors and actuators) with its environment, autonomously. The agents
may also communicate directly as indicated in the figure by the arrows between the agents. There
may be various agents with distinct structures, local goals, actions, and domain knowledge, with or
without the capability to interact directly with other agents. In addition to autonomy, veracity, and
rationality, the crucial characteristics that an agent may have, some or all of those, are social ability,
responsiveness, proactiveness, adaptability, mobility, and learning [28].
In general MAS, agents can either work to reach different goals or interact with their activities in
order to solve a common goal [28].

Figure 4.1 – MAS: (a) a conceptual framework and (b) a typical intelligent agent architecture [27]

4.2 Multi-Agent System for Multi-Microgrids System
The concept of multi-microgrid system (MMG) is introduced when most of the low voltage networks
turn into active microgrids [29]. The definition of MMG corresponds to a high-level structure, formed
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at the medium voltage (MV) level, consisting of several low voltage microgrids and distributed generation units (DGs) connected to adjacent medium voltage feeders [3]. In a MMG, each microgrid,
MV DG and MV consumer form the active cells of new power systems in which, each cell can supply
flexibilities to the DSO in order to increase grid hosting capacity and hence RES integration in a costeffective and energy efficient way.

Figure 4.2 – A physical multi-microgrid system in SOREA

An example of a physical multi-microgrid system is illustrated in the Figure 4.2. The concept of a
commercial multi-microgrid system is quite similar with a physical one. The main different is a commercial MMG does not have a geographical constraints.
In general, the function of a physical MMG is to handle uncertainties in generation amount of DGs,
electricity market prices, load demand, and penetration of electrical vehicles (EVs) and to minimize
operation cost, preserve of customer privacy, and enhance grid reliability [30]. The specific tasks of
a physical MMG may include [31][32]:
•

Coordinated voltage/var support for normal operation.

•

Coordinated frequency control for islanded operation.

•

Local black start–restoration of the MV grid following a blackout.

•

Definition of dynamic equivalents for microgrids.

On contrary, the main task of a commercial MMG is to explore the flexibility value for multiple cluster
of the active end – users based on proactivity and predictability of local energy resource and energy
storage. In PARADISE project [33], the architecture of a cluster of microgrids cooperating for sharing
generation and storage system is presented.
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MAS can be used either as a way of building robust and flexible hardware/software systems to monitor and control microgrid or as a modelling method to supervise it. For instance, in the literature
[30], the use of MAS for distributed control, modelling and simulation (e.g. energy markets), protection, monitoring and diagnosis are summarized. In complex systems management and modelling,
the communication ability enhanced by MAS is one of the most important property. This property
allow sharing tasks between agents. Firstly, the delocalization of tasks gives to systems the capability
to be more easily scaled and extended. Next, the distribution of tasks allows managing resolution of
problems, which needs interaction between system components due to a lack in the individual capabilities of the agent or in its knowledge. In addition, the effectiveness of MAS for smart power systems
is already demonstrated in literatures for different kind of applications, such as for the control of a
distributed smart grid based on microgrids [34]. The authors in [35][36] apply MAS for the scheduling of DERs of islanded or grid-connected microgrid. There are also application of MAS for microgrids
reconfiguration [37], for secondary voltage control implement [38], for protection operation [39].
For that reason, MAS could be an effective and robust tool for analysis, management and control of
multi-microgrid systems compared to traditional approaches.
Consequently, in this task, the MMG (Aggregator agent in this report) utilizes MAS for communication
and control among a number of adjacent microgrids. The architecture is illustrated in this figure
below.

Figure 4.3 – MAS-based hierarchical architecture

Figure 4.3 shows a hierarchical MMG control structure, which is organized with four types of agent:
Distribution System Operator agent (DSOA), Aggregator agent (AGGA) Commercial Microgrid Control
agent (MMCA), and Local Control Agent (LCA). The higher level (DSO agent) corresponds to an MV
power network (grid level), and its agent is responsible for exchanging information between the
AGGA and the DSO and the message exchange regarding the energy market. The medium level is
the management level in which the agents of all MMCAs integrate the DGs/loads controllers, market
participation, and possible collaborations with the adjacent MGs. In a MG, the MMCA is in charge for
the communication among all the controllers inside of MG as well as the external communication with
the other MMCAs and the AGGA, to manage all DGs concerning the economic and environmental
aspects.
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5.

Interface between commercial microgrid

In this part, the interface between commercial microgrids is developed to explore the flexibilities via
DR for participating market and DSO congestion management. The proposed strategy takes into
account a multi-microgrid system that interacts with market and DSO through an aggregator acting
as an interface.

5.1 The context
By definition, the term ‘congestion’ in distribution grids refers to a situation in which the demand for
active power transfer exceeds the transfer capability of the grid [40].
The high penetration of distributed energy resources, such as photovoltaic systems, wind power
systems electric vehicle and heat pump can lead to congestion in distribution network. Congestion
problems in distribution networks are envisaged as voltage problem (bus voltage is close to or
exceeding the limit, typically +/–10%) and overloading problem (loading is close to or exceeding the
thermal limit of the power components). These problems are managed using congestion
management methods, which play an important role in current deregulated power systems. Thus, at
planning stage, before connecting new active or passive users, the DSO has to investigate on possible
scenarios of network connections to aviod network congestion. In the literature, congestion
management can be categorized into indirect and direct method which is illustrated in Figure 5.1
[41].

Figure 5.1 – Summary of congestion management methods

With indirect methods, instead of direct orders, the behaviour of the active end-users is influenced
by price signal or contracts. The users’ flexibilities is purchased on market platforms and remunerated
for the services provided. In case of market failure or forecasting errors, the indirect approaches may
be not very effective for solving congestion. In such case, direct control methods should be employed
and served as a backup against the system service interruption due to the overloading or over/under
voltage.

5.2 Commercial multi-microgrid system for market participation and network congestion
5.2.1 Methodology
In this report, with indirect approach, the capacity limit allocation (CLA) strategy is applied for commercial MMG to participate in the retail market and to deal with network congestion.
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As shown in Figure 5.2, the idea of CLA is that the DSO will pre-allocate the feeder capacity among
group of users. This pre-allocation strategy may be applied for a certain period by setting a power
limit to medium-sized or aggregated customers, such as microgrids.

Figure 5.2 – The CLA method

The fundamental principle in the implementation of this method is in the development of appropriate
contracts between these users and DSOs. These contracts will allow the DSOs the ability to adjust
aggregated user’s profiles, reducing or increasing production or consumption for congestion management. Simultaneously, this approach could also provide income for users. Different ways could
be introduced by DSOs to promote grid customers to take part in this program. A first proposal would
be to remunerate this service through a regulated national tariff or through a tariff stipulated in the
contract between the user and the DSO. Otherwise, the DSO could offer more favorable grid tariffs
to consumers or connection costs to producers as well. In this report, the first choice is chosen.
The implementation process of this strategy requires different phases:


Long-term planning stage. This first phase demands a precise planning procedure to determine all contract agreements with aggregators or directly with
medium-sized users. During periodic analysis of grid extension planning, DSOs
could reveal feasible congested areas and define the amount of flexibilities that
will be required in the coming years. With these analyses, DSOs can set out
contracts with aggregators and users. The most essential criterions that have
to be defined in this contract are: the maximal annual and monthly call that
each party can receive; the maximal flexibility power and duration that the DSO
can request. These parameters will affect DSOs extension planning and users
sizing, e.g. the size of the installed energy storage system may modify based
on flexibility power and duration of the service.



Short-term planning stage or activation stage. DSOs shall compute capacity
limit needs for day-ahead and intraday time frames and acquire the necessary
flexibility. In scheduling stage, network analysis can be carry out to identify
possible grid congestions using historical data of loads and DGs gathered with
smart meters, weather forecast data and/or users forecasted energy profiles.
In day-ahead and intra-day scheduling, the DSO can trigger the capacity limits
by sending signals to aggregators to limit their power exchange with the grid
during different daily time intervals. Thereafter in real time, if the DSO detects
additional, unforeseen congestion, it can send a mandatory request to decrease/increase users’ power incurring in penalty payment.

In this report, only short-term planning stage is focused on.
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Contract clauses and pricing rules are vital parameters for the implementation of this method. At the
moment, energy economists are investigating contract options that support the DSO to exploit users’
flexibilities. In [42], there are two types of contracts available for DGs power modulation non-firm
and firm contracts. Firm contracts, which serve as the traditional kind of contracts, accepts the export
of full production capacity to the distribution network. Alternatively, with non-firm contracts, the DSO
does not promise the full export of the generated energy in case of grid constraints and reserves the
right to curtail the generation output based on the terms and conditions set in the contract agreement.
With that, the circumstance of low power demand and high RES generation at the same time will likely
to occur for a relatively small fraction of time. Thus, a firm contract will be more suitable for nonvariable energy sources. Specific pricing policies may be submitted in the strategy model. If the user
has some profits from the contract agreements (e.g. connection cost reduction) they could concur to
contribute these services without an additional remuneration, otherwise they can go for constanttariff policy or for variable-tariff based for example on day-ahead zonal electricity prices.

EMA

DSOA

AGGA

INFORM

MMCA
INFORM

INFORM

CFP
PROPOSE
REFUSE

PROPOSE
ACCEPT
REFUSE
ACCEPT
INFORM
REFUSE
Acronyms: EMA: Day-Ahead Wholesale Market/Retail Market Agent; DSOA: Distribution System Operator Agent: AGGA: Aggregator Agent; MMCA: Commercial Microgrid Control Agent;
CFP: Call For Proposal

Figure 5.3 – Day-ahead interactions between actors for active management of distribution network congestions applying the proposed strategy

A general idea of interactions at day-ahead between different actors is presented in the figure above.
In this procedure, two classes of aggregated users, based on their total size, can engage in:


Retail electricity market participant: these users sell/buy their electricity
straight to an electricity retailer.



Wholesale electricity market participants: these users sell/buy their electricity
directly in the wholesale electricity market.

The mathematical formulation of the implemented algorithm in the AGGA needs a distinctive strategy
with each market. For the forward market, the net energy of each MG or of an aggregation of microgrids is directly sold to/bought from a retailer. A competitive retail market provides customers the
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opportunity to select the best supplier [43]. Therefore, in a general vision, the retailer and the network operator could not be the same entity. In this case, two contracts are required [43]. The first
contract is with the DSO for connection and electricity transportation. The second one is with the
supplier for the energy consumed. Nevertheless, in this report, the DSO is assumed also to be the
retail electricity supplier (EMA and DSOA are the same agent). With spot market, MG/aggregators
sign electricity sale/purchase spot contracts straight with the electricity market. In the day-ahead
auction market, hourly energy blocks are traded for the next day. Each participant proposes its
offers/bids. In each offer/bid, the quantity and the minimum/maximum cost at which they are willing
to sell/purchase are defined. Bids/offers are traded after the closure of the market based on the
economic merit-order criterion and considering transmission capacity limits between zones. The intra-day market allows market participants to reshape the schedules defined in the day-ahead auction
by submitting additional offers/bids. The participation to short-term energy market imposes a need
to accomplish certain criteria and to respect rules summarized in Table 2.1.
5.2.2 Mathematical Formulation
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*Legend: Black Line: Process; Green Line: Communication exchange from AGGA to MMCA; Red Line: Communication exchange from MMCA to AGGA; Blue Line: Communication exchange from DSOA to AGGA; Fuchsia Line: Communication exchange from AGGA to DSOA; Yellow Line: Communication exchange between UA (e.g. DGA, EESA, LA)
and MMCA and DSOA + DSOA and Network; Light-green Line: Communication exchange between DSOA and SCADA

Figure 5.4 – Flow chart for day-ahead and hour-ahead of congestion management of distribution grids through
CLA

Mathematical Formulation for Commercial Microgrids Scheduling Optimization Problem
With commercial microgrids optimization problem, the objective function for the day-ahead scheduling problem aims from one side to minimize users’ expense and on the other side to maximize their
revenues by selling the surplus electricity. Each CM performs an initial daily operational scheduling
for t=1…T with a time step that can be lower or equal than h, using information from users.
The optimal operating point of the entire CM is constituted by the optimal combination of the
operating point of each unit in the CM:


Injected energy of each generation system.



Injected/absorbed energy of each storage system.



Absorbed energy of each inflexible and flexible load.



Absorbed/injected energy from/to the host grid.

The scheduling of a CM can be mathematically formulated as a mixed integer linear programing
(MILP) and solved by free toolbox OPTI TOOLBOX. The objective of this optimization problem is
to minimize users’ expense and maximize their revenue.


Objective function:
𝑔

𝑔

𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∆𝑡 ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑡 ∙ 𝑃𝑡 + 𝐶𝐺𝐵 𝑡 ∙ 𝑃𝐵 𝑡 − 𝐶𝐺𝑆 𝑡 ∙ 𝑃𝑆 𝑡 + ∑ 𝐶𝑡𝑏 . 𝑃𝑐ℎ/𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ 𝑏

(1)

𝑡

𝑡𝜖𝑇 𝑔∈𝐷𝐺

𝑏𝜖𝐵

Where:
𝑔

𝐶𝑡

Distributed generation selling cost in time
frame t (c€/kWh)

𝐶𝐺𝐵 𝑡 / 𝐶𝐺𝑆 𝑡

Price to buy/sell electricity from/to the main
grid in time frame t (c€/kWh)

𝑔

𝑃𝑡

Electricity produced by distributed generation
in time frame t (kW)

𝑃𝐵 𝑡 /𝑃𝑆 𝑡

Electricity bought/sold from/to the main grid in
time frame t (kW)

𝐶𝑡𝑏

Battery cost in time frame t (c€/kWh)

𝑃𝑐ℎ/𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ 𝑏

Battery b charging or discharging power in
time frame t (kW)

T

Optimization problem timeframe

DG

Set of distributed generation

B

Set of energy storage system

𝑡



The DG constrain:
𝑔

𝑔

𝑔

𝑔

𝑔

(2)

𝑥𝑡 . 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑡 ≤ 𝑃𝑡 ≤ 𝑥𝑡 . 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑡


The battery constrains:
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𝑏
𝑏
0 ≤ 𝑃𝑐ℎ
≤ 𝑥𝑡𝑏 . 𝑃max
_𝑐ℎ 𝑡
𝑡

(3)

𝑏
𝑏
0 ≤ 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ
≤ (1 − 𝑥𝑡𝑏 ). 𝑃max
_𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ 𝑡
𝑡

(4)

𝑏
𝑏
𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛
≤ 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑡𝑏 ≤ 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥

(5)

Where:
𝑔

Binary variable (1 if g is operating in time
frame t, else 0)

𝑥𝑡

𝑔

𝑔

𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑡 /𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑡

Maximal and minimal power of distributed
generation frame t (kW)

𝑏
𝑏
𝑃max
_𝑐ℎ 𝑡 /𝑃max _𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ 𝑡

Maximal charging/discharging power of battery
b (kW)

𝑏
𝑏
𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑡𝑏 /𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛
/𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥

State of Charge of Battery b in time frame
t/maximal/minimal State of Charge (SOC) of
battery b

Mathematical Formulation for DSO Optimization Problem
The optimization problem posed by the acceptance of bids in the flexibilities market for DSO can
be solved using optimal power flow problems. The objective function of DSO optimization problem
has the goal of minimizing the cost for buying flexibilities from different kind of actors, such as
aggregators or retailers. The control variables for the OPF include the accepted power for each
flexibility bid. In this report, the flexibilities market is considered to be managed by the
DSO; the market and the DSO are considered to be one entity.


Objective function:
𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ 𝐹(𝑃𝑓 )

(6)

𝑓∈𝐹



Active power balance in bus i:
𝑁

(7)

𝑃𝐺 𝑖 − 𝑃𝐷 𝑖 = 𝑅𝑒(𝑆𝑖 ) = ∑ 𝑉𝑖 . 𝑉𝑗 . (𝐺𝑖𝑗 . cos(𝜑𝑖 − 𝜑𝑗 ) + 𝐵𝑖𝑗 . sin(𝜑𝑖 − 𝜑𝑗 ))
𝑗=1



Reactive power balance in bus i:
𝑁

(8)

𝑄𝐺 𝑖 − 𝑄𝐷 𝑖 = 𝐼𝑚(𝑆𝑖 ) = ∑ 𝑉𝑖 . 𝑉𝑗 . (𝐺𝑖𝑗 . sin(𝜑𝑖 − 𝜑𝑗 ) − 𝐵𝑖𝑗 . cos(𝜑𝑖 − 𝜑𝑗 ))
𝑗=1

Constraints in the problem take into account both physical constraints of power systems through
power flow equations as well as users’ type of flexibilities bids.


Bus Voltage Magnitude Limit Constraints:
(9)

𝑉𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑉𝑖 ≤ 𝑉𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥


Line Flow Limit Constraints (from the line ij):
|𝑆𝑓𝑖𝑗 | ≤ 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑗 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑆𝑓𝑖𝑗 = 𝑉𝑖 . 𝐼𝑖𝑗



(10)

∗

(11)

Line Flow Limit Constraints (to the line ij):
|𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑗 | ≤ 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑗 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑆𝑓𝑖𝑗 = 𝑉𝑗 . 𝐼𝑖𝑗



∗

Bus Voltage Angle Limit Constraints:
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(12)

𝜑𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝜑𝑖 ≤ 𝜑𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥


Active Power Constraints for all Flexibility:
𝑃𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛
≤ 𝑃𝑓𝑖 ≤ 𝑃𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖
𝑖

(13)

Where:
N

Number of buses

F

Set of generation power flexibilities

𝐵𝑖𝑗

Imaginary part of series admittance 𝑌𝑖𝑗 for line
ij

𝐺𝑖𝑗

Real part of series admittance 𝑌𝑖𝑗 for line ij

𝑃𝑓 /𝑃𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛
/𝑃𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖
𝑖

Accepted active power of flexibility bids f/ minimum/maximum active power of flexibility bids
f

𝑃𝐺 𝑖 /𝑃𝐷 𝑖

Injected active power by generator in bus
i/Absorbed active power by load in bus i

𝑄𝐺 𝑖 /𝑄𝐷 𝑖

Injected reactive power by generator in bus
i/Absorbed reactive power by load in bus i

𝑉𝑖 /𝑉𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 /𝑉𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥

Voltage magnitude in bus i/Min and max voltage magnitude in bus i

𝑆𝑓𝑖𝑗 /𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑗

Apparent power flow from/to line ij

𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑗

Max apparent power flow in line ij

𝜑𝑖 /𝜑𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 /𝜑𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥

Voltage angle at bus i/minimum/maximum
voltage angle at bus i

Mathematical Formulation for Aggregator Optimization Problem
The objective of this optimization problem is to compute a day-ahead cost-efficient planning of all
resources to be submitted to retail market for selling/buying energy while respecting constrains
imposed by the DSO. The model determines which flexibilities have to be activated in each
timeframe t to guarantee the request sent by the DSO and respect the users’ schedule.
The objective function of this optimization problem, wrote in equation (1), aims to find the final
aggregated profile, which minimizes costs to satisfy consumption and maximizes revenues for selling energy production. This objective function is subject to the constraints in Eq. 2-5.


Objective function:
𝑓

𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ 𝐶𝑡 ∙ 𝑃𝐹 𝑡𝑓 ∙ ∆𝑡 − 𝐶𝑠 𝑡 ∙ 𝑃𝑠 𝑡 ∙ ∆𝑡 + 𝐶𝑏 𝑡 ∙ 𝑃𝑏 𝑡 ∙ ∆𝑡

(14)

𝑓∈𝐹

 Flexibilities upper and lower bounds:
𝑓

𝑓

𝑓

𝑓
𝑥𝐹 ∙ 𝑃𝐹 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑃𝐹 𝑡𝑓 ≤ 𝑥𝐹 ∙ 𝑃𝐹 𝑚𝑎𝑥

(15)

 DSO required bounds:
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𝑃𝑠𝑡 ≤ 𝑃𝑙𝑏𝑡

(16)

𝑃𝑏𝑡 ≤ 𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑡

(17)

Where:
T

Optimization problem timeframe

F

Set of flexibilities

𝐶𝑡

Price to buy flexibilities

𝐶𝑠 𝑡 , 𝐶𝑏 𝑡

Price to buy/sell electricity from/to the main
grid in time frame t

𝑃𝑢𝑡 , 𝑃𝑙𝑏𝑡

Upper and lower power bounds imposed by
DSO in timeframe t

𝑓
𝑓
𝑃𝐹 𝑚𝑖𝑛
, 𝑃𝐹 𝑚𝑎𝑥

Minimum and maximum active power of flexibility bids f

𝑃𝑏𝑡 , 𝑃𝑠𝑡

Power to buy and to sell in time interval t at
aggregator level

𝑃𝐹 𝑡𝑓

Power of flexibility f activated in time frame t

𝑓

Binary variable (1 if f is activated in time
frame t, else 0)

𝑓

𝑥𝐹

The constraint in (15) limits the minimal and maximal power of flexibility f in time step t, according
to the users’ desired or available limits. The constraints in (16) and (17) imposes the limits of
exchanged power required by the DSO in time step t.
5.2.3 Case study and results
The CLA methodology illustrated tested use a commercial multi-microgrid system included four
CMs connected in the MV network. For simplicity, a unique aggregator represents these MGs. The
MGs in the simulation consist on communities of users, composed of small-sized residential and
commercial activities with inflexible loads, flexible loads, DGs and Energy Storage Systems (ESSs).
The MV/LV substation and the electrical infrastructure is considered managed by the local DSO.
The simulation was implemented using a multi-agent system developed in JADE [44] and JAVA, in
which each actor is represented with an agent such as in Figure 5.4: an agent for each user, a
Commercial Microgrid Control Agent (MMCA) for each CM, an Aggregator Agent (AGGA) and an
agent for the DSO (DSOA). The aggregator is considered a non-profit entity in this case. The optimization problems to schedule both CMs profiles and the global aggregator profile were implemented using MATLAB and the free toolbox OPTI TOOLBOX [45].
The characteristics of the users in the simulation, which are the amount of users, the type of
installed DGs and ESSs, and their nominal data, are resumed in Table 5.1-Table 5.4 .
PV

Li-ion Battery

n.

Pn

LCOE

n.

Pn

En

4

9 kW

13 c€/kWh

1

50 kW

100 kWh

ηch*

ηdec*

SOCstart*

Load
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n.

Pc

Type

0.96

0.97

0.2

30

6 kW

Inflex.

SOCfinal*

SOCmax*

SOCmin*

15

3 kW

Inflex.

0.2

0.8

0.2

Table 5.1 – Type and nominal data in CM 1

PV
n.

Li-ion Battery
n.

Pn

En

1

100 kW

200 kWh

ηch*

ηdch*

SOCstart*

0.98

0.98

0.2

Load

SOCfinal*

SOCmax*

SOCmin*

-

0.2

0.9

0.1

2

Pn

300 kW

LCOE

11 c€/kWh

Table 5.2 – Type and nominal data in CM 2

PV

Li-ion Battery

n.

Pn

LCOE

4

15 kW

13 c€/kWh

10

25 kW

12 c€/kWh

Load

n.

Pn

En

1

100 kW

200 kWh

ηch*

ηdch*

SOCstart*

n.

Pc

Type

0.97

0.98

0.4

30

6 kW

Inflex.

SOCfinal*

SOCmax*

SOCmin*

5

9 kW

Inflex.

0.4

0.9

0.1

Table 5.3 – Type and nominal data in CM 3

PV

Li-ion Battery

n.

Pn

LCOE

n.

Pn

En

1

25 kW

12 c€/kWh
1

100 kW

200 kWh

Type

ηch*

ηdch*

SOCstart*

Inflex.

0.97

0.98

0.4

SOCfinal*

SOCmax*

SOCmin*

Load
n.

Pc

30

6 kW

Demand Response
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n.

Type

Pn

UT

7

WM*

3 kW

6-23

5

DW*

3 kW

5-13

0.4

0.9

0.1

*Acronyms: WM :Washing Machine; DM : Dishwasher; UT : Utilization Time; SOC : State Of Charge; η ch : Charge Efficiency; ηdch : Discharge Efficiency

Table 5.4 – Type and nominal data in CM 4

In a first stage, each MG defines an initial day-ahead planning by optimizing the daily global power
profile by considering the available production, the consumption to satisfy and the storage constraints. The mathematical formulation of the day-ahead optimization problem is described in
5.2.2. Each MG tries to minimize costs for consumers and maximize revenues for producers by
running this optimization based on dynamic selling and buying prices.

Figure 5.5 – Day-ahead forecasted dynamic selling and buying prices

The chosen case study represents a critical situation, which might occur in a summer or spring day.
The energy schedule is constructed based on individual forecast signals sent by each user agent to
the MMCA. The developed hierarchical architecture allows distributing tasks and the decision-making process by reducing the amount of information to exchange. In fact, each agent in the simulation can be added, removed, replaced or reconfigured at any time. This allows to implement a more
flexible and extendible system where active and passive users of different owners represented by
CMs and different aggregators can participate without modification of the architecture. In this case
study, downward flexibilities proposals for the aggregator are simulated. DGs are used to provide
downward flexibilities by reducing the energy injection. The bid price is fixed equal to the DG selling
price. Moreover, demand response flexibilities are considered in order to show the role of demand
response in active management of grids.
In particular, time-shiftable appliances are used, which are washing machines and dish washers.
The couple quantity-price for time step t is obtained aggregating in one or more groups all the
available appliances with tstart-optim greater than t with an ESS, by creating one or more aggregated
profile to propose as flexibility. The price is computed according to the surplus cost faced by users
for starting the appliance at time t instead of tstart-optim.
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Figure 5.6 - Aggregated energy schedule of CM 1

Figure 5.7 - Aggregated energy schedule of CM 2

Figure 5.8 - Aggregated energy schedule of CM 3

Figure 5.9 - Aggregated energy schedule of CM 4

Figure 5.10 - Load flexibility computed in t=13 by
CM 4

Figure 5.11 - Comparison between initial and final
schedule for flexible appliances in CM 4
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A time-window of 15 min is used for the CMs optimization. Hence, the day-ahead initial energy
schedule of each CM is represented by a piecewise function having a finite value for each settlement
period, t=1 …96, of 15 min duration, as represented in yellow in Figure 5.6–Figure 5.9 for the four
CMs under analysis. As shown, CM 1 and CM 4 are passive for each hour of the day from the DSO
point of view. In the figures, the filled areas represent the forecasted production of the DGs, while
the orange curve is the used generation. CM 4 has twelve time-shiftable appliances (as resumed
in Table 5.4): seven washing machines and five dishwashers. The initial operation of these appliances is scheduled as in green in Figure 5.11, where the most economical use of dishwashers is
scheduled before 12.00 a.m. due to the usage-time imposed, while washing machines are scheduled around 12.00 a.m. and in late evening hours.
The flexible usage-time of these appliances scheduled for late evening hours can be seen as a
source of flexibility in the CM. Hence, they can be combined with an ESS in order to compute a
coherent hourly bid. In each timeframe between 5.00 a.m. and 13.00 a.m., different bid proposals
are aggregated according to the available flexible appliances. An example of load flexibility is depicted in Figure 5.10, in which the combination of appliances and the storage system profiles are
represented in yellow and blue, respectively. The aggregated flexibility in this example (in orange)
consists of an on/off bid of 7.3 kW with price of 5.0 c€/kWh for timeframe 13.When a load flexibility
is accepted, the load profile has to be consequently modified in the following time intervals according to the appliances operating cycle.

Figure 5.12 – Zoom in accepted flexibilities by aggregator for CM 2 and comparison with initial
scheduled profile

Figure 5.13 – Zoom on accepted flexibilities by aggregator for CM 4 and comparison with initial
scheduled profile

Figure 5.14 – SOC daily trend of the Li-ion Battery
in CM 2

Figure 5.15 – Final D-1 aggregator scheduling and
DSO upper and lower limits
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On the contrary, CM 2 is completely active and CM 3 plans to inject energy in the main grid between
11.00 a.m. and 3.00 p.m. In this case study, the aggregator can play with the injected energy by
CM 2 and 3 by using the offered downward flexibilities, which coincide with the proposed selling
energy. In fact, the aggregation of CMs’ power profiles exceed DSO lower limit between 1.00 p.m.
and 2.00 p.m. Hence, the aggregator run the optimization problem described in section II and uses
flexibilities proposed by CM 2 and 4. The comparison of the initial and final scheduled profile of the
aggregator is shown in blue and orange areas in Figure 5.15.
In particular, demand-response and DGs are used as flexibilities in timeframe 13, while only generation is available for timeframe 14. In Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13, orange and dark-green areas
represent the negative flexibilities supplied respectively by generation and consumption. In these
figures, the final energy profile in black can be compared with the initial profile in red, computed by
each MMCA before the aggregator’s optimization.
.The upper and lower limits of power imposed by the DSO to the aggregator in the case study are
shown in red in Figure 5.15. The reduction of the injected energy by CM 2 corresponds to the 3.6
% and 5.1 % of the initial schedule (that are 16.4 kW and 23.4 kW), in timeframe 13 and 14,
respectively. This energy is stored in the ESS and sold in part (due to the losses) between 3.00 p.m.
and 5.00 p.m., as shown in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.14. The appliances scheduled between 8.30
p.m. and 11.00 p.m. in CM 4 are started at 12.00 a.m. as depicted in pink line in Figure 5.11.
CM 1

CM 2

CM 3

CM 4

MF (€)*

133.7

-505.0

74.9

215.9

DC (€)*

165.8

-120.2

146.5

235.6

Load (kWh)*

1093.2

-

992.6

1620.4

CB (c€/kWh)*

15.1

-

14.7

14.6

CS (c€/kWh)*

14.0

13,1

12.8

12.0

PVacc (%)

95.1

100.0

98.0

100.0

MFnolim (€)*

133.7

-500.8

74.9

216.7

DCnolim (€)*

165.8

-116.6

146.5

236.3

DCref *

207.6

-

189.8

313.7

*Acronyms: MF : Daily money flow between each µgrid and DSO+AGG (expenses and revenues); * DC : Daily expense
or revenue of each µgrid considering DG and ESS costs; * Load : Daily consumption of each µgrid;* CB: Daily average
kWh cost payed by µgrid’s consumers;* CS: Daily average kWh cost gained by µgrid’s producers; PVacc : Percentage of
used energy on forecasted PV; MFnolim : MF obtained without DSO limits; DCnolim : DC obtained without DSO limits;
DCref : Daily users’ expense for buying all electricity needed by the DSOA

Table 5.5 – Expenses and revenues, kilowatt-hour cost and used DGs for each CM

Table 5.5 resumes the expenses or revenues, the average buying and selling kWh and the used
DGs for each CM. The daily expense or revenue and the daily money flow between each µG and
the aggregator are compared with the case without aggregator limits, in which the initial schedule
proposed by each CM is accepted. The MF of CM 2 is 505.0 € of which 4.0 € are the DSO’s remuneration for the flexibility. The CM’s revenue MF was increased of around 3.1 percentage points
with respect to the value obtained without DSO limits. For CM 4, the costs remains almost equal
with a slight decrease thanks to the DSO’s compensation. Moreover, CM 1, 3 and 4 daily expense
would be 25.2 %, 29.6 %, 33.1 % higher if the electricity would be entirely bought from the main
grid.
In summary, “Capacity Limit Allocation” strategy may be an interesting alternative to network reinforcement and may be evaluated by the DSOs to reduce network investments. In general, this
strategy requests a relatively simple mechanism to implement compared to other solutions, such
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as market-based solutions. Furthermore, the shared amount of information is reduced compared to
other solution, which means a reduction in the complexity of the communication exchanges. In fact,
only a single way communication to inform aggregators or CMs about hourly upper and lower limits
have to be implemented between the DSOA and the AGGA/MMCA. It needs nonetheless an important and delicate planning stage to forecast available flexibilities and to define all agreements in
bilateral contracts with aggregators or directly with CMs. In fact, due to its simplicity, this strategy
is also applicable to small-sized CMs. However, the use of overestimates limits is needed in order
to include all forecast errors of such a small-sized systems. Hence probably, a less efficient use of
connected systems can be induced due to the lower information gathered by the DSO. Moreover,
the use of demand-response will have a key role in the active management of distribution grids and
will induce a more efficient use of both variable and intermittent distributed generators and the
network infrastructure.
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6.

Summary

In this report, developed after the work conducted in Task 5.2 of the m2M-Grid project,
the interface between commercial microgrids is developed.
Firstly, the report introduce the concept of a commercial microgrid in LV system, with its
characteristics, functionalities and challenges for implementation. A commercial microgrid
is a non-geographical restricted microgrid. In another way of explanation, a commercial
mirogrid is a representation of a portfolio of distributed energy resources and flexible load
that can be used to take part in energy markets in the same manner as physical microgrid.
The main function of a commercial microgrid system is to make small-size DERs appear to
market. With the existence of CM, both DER owners and microgrid owner can get benefit.
For DERs in the portfolio, this approach lowers the imbalance risk related to individual
market participation and brings the benefits of diversity of resource and increased capacity
achieved through aggregation. Through CMs, DERs can profit from economies of scale and
market intelligence to maximise their revenue opportunities. The relationships of commercial microgrids are also introduced in this report. With economic approach, by trading energy, ancillary services and flexibilities, a commercial microgrid can benefit from all entities
in the networks such as TSO, DSO, physical microgrids, electricity market and DERs.
In term of demand side management, commercial microgrids is an useful source that grid
operator can use to exploit for flexibilities via demand response technique. Grid operators
can buy DR for flexibilities via markets where DR can participate in. To create a more
competitive electricity market, demand-side participation plays an important role in improving market efficiency.
In order to cooperate between commercial microgrids, a concept of multi-micro microgrid
system is also presented in this report. The main task of a commercial MMG is to explore
the flexibility value for multiple cluster of the active end – users based on proactivity and
predictability of local energy resource and energy storage. In this task, a multi-agent system is utilized for communication and control among a number of adjacent microgrids.
In task 5.2, the interface between CMs via an aggregator for exploiting flexibilities between
commercial microgrids is presented with a case study. A multi-level optimization framework is proposed to deal with by distributing tasks and knowledge among components.
Commercial microgrids are placed at the first stage of this smart distributed system and
are considered to work in collaboration via an aggregator. Capacity Limit Allocation strategy
is applied or active management of distribution grids. Simulation indicates that this strategy
can increase grid hosting capacity of DGs by inducing a long-term secure, efficient and costefficient use of the infrastructure by reducing consumption and production peaks. Furthermore, from the microgrid’s point of view, they represent an additional source of incomes
for owners.

ERA-Net Smart Grids Plus | From local trials towards a European Knowledge Community
This project has received funding in the framework of the joint programming initiative ERA-Net Smart Grids Plus, with support from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme.
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